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We obtain limit theorems for likelihood ratio and cumulative sums tests. In the 
case of the likelihood ratio the centralising and normalising sequences go to infinity 
and the limit is the Gumbel (double exponential) distribution. The first and the last 
few observations determine the limit, which also explains why the likelihood ratio 
test is very powerful on the tails. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 
In time period i there are ni trials and we observe mi successes. The prob- 
ability of success is pi (i= 1, . . . . k) and it is assumed that all trials are 
independent. We wish to test the null hypothesis 
H,: pi=p (i= 1, . . . . k) 
against the alternative hypothesis that for some K, 
H,: pi= ’ 
(i = 1, . . . . K) 
Pf (i= K+ 1, . . . . k), 
where p, p’, and K are unknown. The alternative hypothesis means that 
there has been a change in the probability of success after period K. 
This problem is a special case of the change-point models which have 
been extensively studied in the literature. Bayesian test statistics have been 
proposed by Smith [ 111, Chernoff and Zacks [ 1 ] and Zacks [ 133. 
Hinkley and Hinkley [7] use maximul likelihood methods to estimate K 
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for binary random variables with ni = 1 (i = 1, . . . . k). A cumulative sum test 
statistic was applied to binomial random variables by Pettitt [lo] who 
showed that its null distribution was closely related to that of the 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov two-sample statistic. For further results on the 
change-point problem we refer to the review by CsiirgG and Horvath [2]. 
Let 
Mj= 1 mj, Nj= 1 ni (i’ 1, . . . . k), 
1 GigI lGi<j 
M= Mk, N = Nk, MJ = M-M,, and NJ= N- Nj. According to Worsley 
[ 121, for fixed K= j, the maximum likelihood estimates of p and p’ are 
Mj/Nj and MJ/Nj, respectively. Let 
Z(i,j)=jlogj+(i-j)log(i-j)-ilogi (0 < j < i), 
and zero otherwise. Then minus twice the log likelihood ratio for fixed 
K=jis 
Ljti=2 (Z(Nj, Mj) + Z(Njt I%#‘;)-Z(N, M)) (j= 1, . ..) k - I), L,=O. 
The maximum likelihood estimate of K is the value of j that maximizes Lj 
and the corresponding statistic for testing H, against H, is L = L( 1, k), 
where 
L(i, j)= max L,. 
i<m<j 
The cumulative sum statistic Qj at j is the cumulative sum of all successes 
up to and including period j, divided by the sample standard deviation. Let 
rj = N,/N, B = (M/N)“* (1 - ikf/N)1’2, and 
Qj=(A4,-rjh4)/(6N”‘). 
The cumulative sum test statistic can be written as 
Worsley [ 121 obtains an iterative procedure for calculating the distribu- 
tions of L and Q under H,, conditional on a fixed number of successes M. 
Due to the recursion, the computation is very difficult and time consuming 
if the sample size is large. Hence we are interested in the large sample 
properties of L and Q. Worsley [12] argues that under certain conditions 
the limit distribution of Q is the distribution of SUPINE<, ]B(t)l, where 
{B(t), 0 d t < 1 } is a Brownian bridge process. It is more difficult to guess 
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the limit distribution of L. Hawkins [6] and Worsley [12] observe that L 
is not bounded in probability when the sample size increases. Worsley [ 121 
suggests that the distribution function of L may be approximated with a 
normal distribution function but the parameters of the normal distribution 
must depend on the sample size. Our main result shows that the suitably 
normalized log likelihood test has a double exponential (Gumbel) limit 
distribution under H,,. Let 
a(x) = (2 log CC)“2 
and 
b(x) = 2 log x + ilog log x - $ log K. 
THEOREM 1. We assume that Ho holds and ni = n (i = 1, . . . . k) is a fixed 
constant. Then we have 
lim P{a’(log N) L < (b(log N) +x)‘} = exp( -2ePX). (1.1) 
N-CC 
ZfN,-+co, NR-+~ andN,/N-+O, N,JN+O (N+co), then 
lim P{a2($10g NJ) L(l, J)d (@flog N,) +x)~) =exp( -2e-“) (1.2) 
N-m 
and 
lim ~(a2(~logN;_.)L(k-R,k)~(b(~logN;_.)+x)2)=exp(-2e-“). 
N+UZ 
(1.3) 
In general, L( 1, J) in (1.2) and L(k - R, k) in (1.3) are not necessarily 
asymptotically independent random variables. Let [x] be the integer part 
of x. If, for example, J= [k’], 0 < y < 1 and R = [ks], 0 < /? < 1, then the 
suitably normalised and centralised L( 1, J) and L(k - R, k) are asymptoti- 
cally independent and non-degenerate. 
Worsley [12] observed that the likelihood ratio appears to be much 
more powerful at the ends than in the middle of the data. Theorem 1 
strongly supports his observation. We proved that the limit distribution of 
L is determined by the first and last few observations, and the middle part 
of the data does not play any role in the limit. 
Next we consider the cumulative sum test statistic. 
THEOREM 2. We assume that H, holds and 
lim sup ) N,,,,/N - tJ = 0. 
N--z o<r<1 
(1.4) 
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Then we have for all x 2 0, 
lim P{ Q < x} = 1 + 2 f (- 1)’ exp( -2i2x2). N-cc r=l 
The normalising and centralising sequences in Theorem 1 depend on N, 
the number of observations. However, the sample size N can be replaced 
with k, number of groups, and one can easily prove the following corollary. 
COROLLARY. We assume that H, holds and ni = n (i = 1, . . . . k) is a fixed 
constant. Then we have 
lim P{a2(log k) L < (&log k) + x)‘} = exp( -2e-“). 
k-w 
(1.5) 
Also, if.T= J(k) + co, R = R(k) --, 00 and J/k + 0, R/k + 0, then 
lim P{a’(i log J) L( 1, J) < (b($ log J) + x)‘} = exp(2eC”) (1.6) 
and 
lim P{a’(f log R) L(k - R, k) < (b($ log R) + x)‘> = exp( -2epX). (1.7) 
k-a, 
Putting together Theorem 1 and the corollary we have 
lim P(a2(log nk) L < (b(log nk) + x)‘] 
k-+m 
= Frna P{a’(log k) L d (b(log k) +x)‘} 
= exp( -2eC”). (1.8) 
It is interesting to note that in (1.8) we have two limit theorems for L with 
different normalising and centralising sequences. This may be a concern 
when we would like to use (1.8) for testing H, against HI. However, there 
is no essential difference between the acceptance-rejection regions, if n is 
small and k is relatively large. For example, if u = 0.1, n = 10, k = 100, then 
by Theorem 1 we reject H, in favour of H, if L 2 11.1. Using the corollary 
we must reject H, if L > 10.4. Let tl = 0.1, n = 10, and k = 200. We reject H, 
by Theorems 1, if L > 11.3, and we reject by the corollary, if L 2 10.7. 
Assuming that ni= n (i= 1, . . . . k) is a fixed constant, one can easily show 
that the rate of convergence in Theorem 2 is at least (log N)/N’12. 
683/31/l-11 
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2. PROOFS 
The proof of Theorem 1 is based on two lemmas. Let <r, t2, . . . be inde- 
pendent, identically distributed random variables with P{ ci = 1 } = p, 
P{~i=O}=l-~. WedefineS(t)=CrGiG,(ri-p). 
LEMMA 1. Ifa(T)+co, a(T)/T+O (T+co), then 
Also, 
and 
SUP IS(t)l/P = O,( 1). 
T--a(r)Ct<T 
sup IS(t)~3/t3’2=Op((loglog T)3’2) 
1<r<r 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
sup Is(t)l/tl’*= O,((log log T)“2). (2.3) 
lBf<T 
Proof: Using the Komlos, Major, and Tusnady [8,93 approximation, 
we can define a Wiener process { k(t), t 2 0} such that - - - 
S(t) - (p( 1 -p))“’ W(t) = O(log t) a.s. 
Hence we have 
(2.4) 
(2.5) sup IS(t)- (~(1 -p))‘/* W(t)l/t”‘=o(l) as. 
T-a(r)Ct<r 
The scale transformation of the Wiener process gives 
which also completes the proof of (2.1). 
By the law of iterated logarithm 
lim sup IS(t)l/(2t log log t)“* = (p( 1 -p))“’ 
t-02 
a.s., 
which immediately implies (2.2) and (2.3). 
Let 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
1 v, = ___ (N(M,- pivj, - N,-(M-pN))* 
P(1 -PI NN,(N- Nj) . 
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LEMMA 2. We assume that the conditions of Theorem 1 hold. Then 
lim P{a’(log N) lmT:k Vj< (b(l0g N) + x)‘} = exp( -2eCx), (2.8) 
N-cc . . 
lim P{ a’( 4 log N,) ,m,a:k Vj < (b( 4 log NJ) + x)‘> = exp( - 2e -“) (2.9) 
N-CC . . 
and 
lim P{a2(410gN;-.) max 
N-CC 
k--R<j<k vj<(b($10gN;-.)+x)2}=(-2e-“). 
. . 
(2.10) 
Proof Let j, = [nk/2]. Using the Komlos, Major, and Tusnady [8,9] 
approximation, we can define two independent Wiener processes 
(W,(t), t>O} and { W2(t), taO} such that 
f’{ly~:m IM~-PN~-(P(~-P))“~W,(N~)I >C~(logN,+x)} . . 
< C2 exp( - C,x), (2.11) 
l<m<j,, and 
P{~~~~~IM;-PN;-(P(~-P))"~W~(N,~)~>C~(~~~N:,+X)J 
. . 
< C2 exp( - C,x), (2.12) 
jo<m<k, where C,, C2, and CX are constants. Now we define 
B(N,) = 
i 
NW,(Nj)-Nj(W,(Njo)+ W2(N~,3))9 1< jGjo, 
-NWZ(N~) + NJ(W,(Njo) + W2(Nk))v j,< j<k. 
Using (2.11) and (2.12) we get 
max 
(log k)2 < jC k - log k)2 
1 V;‘2 - JB(Nj)I/(NNj(N- Nj))1’2) = O,(l/log N). (2.13) 
It is easy to see 
{B(N~)/(NN,(N-N#~, 1 f j<k) 
2 {B(ti)/(tj(l- tj))1’2, tj = j/k, 1 < j<k), (2.14) 
where {P(t), 0 < t < 1 } is a Brownian bridge. It is well known (cf. 
Theorem 1.9.1 in Csiirgii and Rev&z [ 3]), that 
sup @(t)l/(t(l - t))“2 = O.((log log N)1’2). (2.15) 
l/N<r<l-l/N 
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Now we get from (2.13), (2.14), and (2.15) that 
max 
(log k)2 G j  < k - (log k)2 
vi”2 = O,( (log log N)“2). 
Hence, by (2.13), (2.15), and (2.16) we have 
max 
(logk)2Gj<k-(logk)2 
Ivj-B2(Nj)/(NNj(N-Nj))I 
= O,((log log N)“2/lOg N). 
Using again Theorem 1.9.1 in Csiirgii and Rtvtsz [3] we obtain 
max 
1 cj< (log k)2 
B2(Nj)/(NNj(N- Nj)) = O,(log log log N) 
and 
max 
k-(logk)2<jgk 
B2(Nj)/(NNj(N- Nj)) = O,(log log log N). 
Also, by (2.1) and (2.3) we have 
max 
I<j~(logk)~ 
Vj = O,(log log log N) 
and 
max 
k-(log)2<jGk 
Vi = O,(log log log N). 
One can obtain immediately from (2.18)-(2.21) 
a2(log N) max 
l<j<(logk)2 
Vj - @(log N) + x)’ P, - co, 
a2(log N) max 
k-(logk)2CjCk 
Vi - @(log N) + x)’ 2 - co 
and 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
a2(log N) 1<~~~gk)2~2(Nj)I(NNj(N-Nj))-(b(10gN)+X)2~-~, . . 
(2.24) 
a2(log N) max 
k-(logk)2<jSk 
B2(Nj)/(NNj(N - Nj)) - @(log N) + x)~ A -co. 
(2.25) 
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Applying (2.14), (2.17), and (2.22)-(2.25) we obtain 
lim P{a*(log N)IrflF:k Vi < (&log IV) + x)‘} 
N+rn . . 
= Jirnm P(a*(log N) ,mT:k B2(ti)/(zi(l - ti)) <(b(log N)+x)*), 
. . 
(2.26) 
where tj = j/k (j = 1, . . . . k). 
A theorem of Garsia [S] implies that there is a random variable 2 with 
finite algebraic moments such that 
[B(r)-B(s)] <Z(lt-sl log(l/lt-s())“2, o<t,s<1. (2.27) 
Theorem 1.9.1 in CsorgG and RevCsz [3] and (2.27) give 
, “ f ” ,  P{U2(10g N, 1yy2k B2(tj)/(tj( l -  t j)) < (b(lOg N) +X)‘} 
. . 
= lilil P{a2(log N) n,N<y-l:;_n,N ~‘(w(t(1 - t)) G twog NJ +.d2) . . 
= exp( - 2eex), (2.28) 
which also completes the proof of (2.8). 
The proofs of (2.9) and (2.10) are very similar and therefore we prove 
only (2.9). We follow the proof of (2.8). Similarly to (2.13), we obtain from 
(2.11) and (2.12) that 
max 
(logJ)2<j<J 
I Vi”‘- lB(N,)I/(NN,(N- Nj))“*l = O,(l/log IV,). (2.29) 
Lemma 1 implies that 
lrfT:“, vi”’ = O.((log log NJ)“*) (2.30) 
. . 
and Theorem 1.9.1 in Csorgii and RCvCsz [3] gives 
1y,f:J ~B(Nj)~/(NN,(N-Nj))“2=O~((10g10gNJ)1’z)~ 
. . 
(2.31) 
We just proved 
max 
(log#< j<.I 
I Vj- B*(Nj)/(NN,(N- Nj))l = O,((log log NJ)/log NJ). (2.32) 
Using Lemma 1 we obtain 
a’( 4 log NJ) max 
1 <j<(logJ)* 
vj-(b(~logNJ)+x)*~-co, (2.33) 
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and Theorem 1.9.1 in Csiirgij and RCvCsz [3] gives 
a’(; log NJ) max 
1aj<(logJ)2 
B2(Nj)/(NNj(N- Nj)) - (b(4 log NJ) +x)2 -2 - co 
(2.34) 
Now by (2.32)-(2.34) we obtain that 
lim 
N-CC 
P{u’(f log NJ) l~~~, Vi < (b(f log NJ) +x)‘} 
. . 
= )Trn P(a2( $ log NJ) sup B2(O/(t( 1 - 2)) < (b( 4 log NJ) + x)‘> 
n/NdrCf/N 
=exp(-2e-“). (2.35) 
Proof of Theorem 1. An elementary algebra shows 
;Lj= Mjlog-$+(Nj-Mj)log ( 
1 - Mj/Nj 
J 1-P 
+ M;log 
( 
%i + (N; -- M;) log 
1 - M;/N; 
PNj 1-P > 
- Mlog;+ (N-M)log 
l-M/ 
1-P 
=A,+A;-A,. (2.36) 
A three-term Taylor expansion gives 
where 
Similarly, 
mint 1, Mj/‘(PNj)) < zjG max( 1, Mj/(pNj)). (2.38) 
(Nj-Mj)log ‘;r;iN’ 
=(N,-M~) ‘;~~-1)-~(Nj-Mj~(1~~~-l)2 
( 
+i(Nj-Mj)qJT3 
l-M,INj-l 3 
> l-p ’ 
(2.39) 
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where 
Using (2.2) and the law of large numbers we get 
(log k)Z <ytz (log k)* 
z TRIMS- pN,l ‘/N,’ = O,((log log k)3’2/log k) 
I 
and 
(log .ky $yz- (log k)2 
qr3(Nj-Mj) l;“f%l 3 
I 
= O,( (log log k)3’2/log k). 
Lemma 1 and (2.37), (2.39) imply 
max 
1<j<(logk)2 
IA,) = O,((log log log N)3/2 
and 
max 
k-(logk)2<j<k 
1 Ail = O,((log log log N)3’2). 
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(2.40) 
(2.41) 
(2.42) 
(2.43) 
(2.44) 
Similar arguments give 
(log kj2 d j9 k - (log k)2 
+ (NJ-M;) 
1 - M;/N; 
1-P 
= O,( (log log N)3’2/log N), (2.45) 
1<j<(logk)2 
IAJ = O,((log log log N)3’2)) max (2.46) 
and 
max 
k-(logkj2<j<k 
IA;1 = O,((log log log N)3’2). (2.47) 
The central limit theorem and the law of large numbers imply 
N-M -- 
2 
l-M/Nel ’ 
1-P > >I 
= 0,(N-“2). (2.48) 
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Collecting together (2.41 b(2.48) we obtain 
max 
(logk)*bj<k-(log&)* 
1 L, - vi 1 = O,( (log log iv)3’2/log N), 
a2(log N) max 
1.%j~(logk)* 
ILjl - (b(lOg N) + X)’ 2 - Co, 
a2( log N) max 
k-(logk)*dj~k 
lLjl - @(log N) + x)22 - 00. 
We obtain from (2.22), (2.23), and (2.49k(2.51) that 
lim 
N-m 
P{ a2(log N) ,yT:k Lj 6 (@log N) + x)‘} 
. . 
= Jima P{a2(log N) l~;2k Vi < (b(log IV) +x)“}. 
. . 
Now Lemma 2 completes the proof of (1.1). 
(2.49) 
(2.50) 
(2.51) 
(2.52) 
The proofs of (1.2) and (1.3) are very similar and therefore we sketch the 
proof of (1.2) only. Using again three-term Taylor expansions we get, 
similarly to (2.49), that 
max 
(log J)* C j  < J 
1 Lj - Vj ( = Op( (log log NJ)3’2/10g NJ). (2.53) 
Lemma 1 implies 
a2( f log NJ) max 
16 j< (logJj2 
lLjl-(6(~logN,)+~)~~--. (2.54) 
Hence we get from (2.33), (2.53), and (2.54) and Lemma 2 that 
lim P{a’($logN,) L(l,J)<(b($logN,)+~)~} 
N-m 
= Jim P{ U2( 4 log NJ) lT3,:J vj < (b(f log NJ) + Xl21 
. . 
= exp( -2e-x), 
which completes the proof of ( 1.2). 
Proof of Theorem 2. By the Koml6s, Major, and TusnAdy approxima- 
tion there is a Wiener process { IV(t), t 2 0} such that 
max )M[-pNi-(p(l -p))“’ W(Ni)J=O(lOgN) 
lCi6k 
a.s. (2.55) 
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Now (1.4), (2.55), and the continuity of the Brownian bridge process imply 
that 
Qcktl 
Dco,tl 
b B(t), 
where {B(t), 0 < t < 1 } is a Brownian bridge, The proof of Theorem 2 is 
completed. 
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